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Abstract

In this paper, based on the hybrid methodology of top routing and bottom routing, we propose an
O(Ncol) approach for the channel routing problem, where Ncol is the number of columns in a channel.
Basically, top (bottom) routing is a track-assignment-based routing approach in a channel, i.e. a channel
is routed track by track from top (bottom) to bottom (top) by running top (bottom) routing. In the
proposed routing approach, the routing process is divided into two phases: iterative-construction phase
and merging-improvement phase. In the iterative-construction phase, the net interval of each routing net
is split into horizontal segments and these segments are further assigned track by track in a top-down or
bottom-up manner. In the merging-improvement phase, the routing result is further improved by
merging shorter segments in di�erent tracks into longer segments for the reduction of the total wire
length and the number of vias. Finally, the proposed approach has tested many published channels and
the routing results are in the optimal number of tracks. For example, the Deutsch's di�cult channel is
routed in 19 tracks with automatic introduction of doglegs. In addition to the optimality of the number
of tracks, the proposed approach obtains fewer vias and shorter total wire length than all other
Manhattan channel routers. # 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the advances in VLSI technology allow a highly complex system to be
implemented on one single chip. In order to reduce fabrication time and cost, many computer-
aided-design (CAD) tools have been developed to design such a complex VLSI system.
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Generally speaking, the routing area usually occupies more than half of the ®nal layout area in
a typical VLSI circuit design. Hence, the routing process plays an important and time-
consuming role in VLSI design automation. Basically, the routing process is divided into global
routing and detailed routing. In global routing, each routing net in a circuit net-list is
represented by a topological wiring according to the constraints of routing congestion and
area. Furthermore, all of the routing nets in this net-list are routed and the routing area is
minimized in detailed routing. If the routing area is minimized in detailed routing, the ®nal
layout area will be minimized in the routing process. Hence, it is necessary for the
minimization of the ®nal layout area to develop an optimal routing tool. Unfortunately, most
of the routing problems are NP-complete and it seems that there is no optimal router to
minimize the routing area in a chip. Hence, it is important for VLSI design automation to
develop an e�cient detailed routing tool.
In general, the objective of detailed routing is to accomplish all of the speci®ed

interconnections among circuit modules with smaller area. Among several available detailed
routing strategies, channel routing always guarantees a fully completed result as the channel
width and length are adjustable. Hence, channel routing is most often used in detailed routing,
and the main goal of designing a channel router is to minimize the routing area by minimizing
the number of tracks to be used.
In a two-layer non-overlap Manhattan grid model, a typical channel routing algorithm

called left-edge was ®rstly proposed by Hashimoto and Stevens [1] in 1971. Soon after that, a
modi®ed version of the left edge algorithm was implemented in the Bell Labs' Polycell Layout
System, LTX [2]. Basically, these algorithms did not allow the interval of any routing net to be
split by the introduction of doglegs so that they could not reduce wasted routing area
e�ciently and, moreover, they used more tracks to solve a channel routing problem. In 1980,
LaPaugh [3] further showed the NP-completeness of this channel routing problem without the
introduction of doglegs. The term `dogleg', where the interval of a routing net is split into two
or more horizontal segments on di�erent tracks and the Deutsch's di�cult channel were
introduced by Deutsch [4] in 1976. The doglegging technique was usually e�cient for reducing
the number of tracks in a channel and for breaking the cycles in a vertical constraint graph.
The ®rst doglegging router [4] was proposed and yielded a routing solution with 21 tracks for
the Deutsch's di�cult channel. Furthermore, the doglegging technique was combined with the
net merging operation proposed by Yoshimura et al. [5] to yield a routing result with 20 tracks
for the Deutsch's di�cult channel. Besides that, the greedy router [6] extended the doglegging
idea to permit the doglegging technique in any column that not necessarily contains any
terminal pin of the doglegged net. Basically, this router scanned a channel in a left-to-right
column-by-column manner, and optimized the utilization of all the wiring tracks in a greedy
manner within a given column before proceeding to the next. As it is applied to route the
Deutsch's di�cult channel, this greedy router yielded a routing result with 20 tracks.
Nevertheless, these routers did not yield an optimal routing result for the Deutsch's di�cult
channel. In contrast to these greedy routers, a hierarchical route [7] used the divide-and-
conquer technique to route the Deutsch's di�cult channel in 19 tracks. However, Szymanski [8]
showed that the channel routing problem with the introduction of doglegs is also NP-complete.
In recent years, some other greedy or hierarchical channel routers [9±11] were proposed to

solve the channel routing problem. For example, a linear-time hierarchical router [9] gave a
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new greedy idea to solve a channel routing problem in a polynomial time. Two greedy channel
routers [10, 11] further yielded an optimal result with 19 tracks for the Deutsch's di�cult
channel. In contrast to two-layer non-overlap Manhattan grid model, the channel routing
problem in a multi-layer model [12±14], overlap model [14±16], diagonal model [17, 18] or
gridless model [19, 20] has been extensively studied. Besides that, the crosstalk constraint
between any pair of adjacent nets is further considered in the channel routing problem, and
some minimum crosstalk channel routers [21, 22] are proposed.
In this paper, based on the hybrid methodology of top routing and bottom routing, we

propose a linear-time approach for the channel routing problem. Basically, top (bottom)
routing is a track-assignment-based routing approach in a channel, i.e. a channel is routed
track by track from top (bottom) to bottom (top) by running top (bottom) routing. In the
proposed routing approach, the routing process is divided into two phases: iterative-
construction phase and merging-improvement phase. In the iterative-construction phase, the
net interval of each routing net is split into horizontal segments, and these segments are further
assigned track by track in a top-down or bottom-up manner. In the merging-improvement
phase, the routing result is further improved by merging shorter segments in di�erent tracks
into longer segments for the reduction of the total wire length and the number of vias. Finally,
the time complexity of the proposed approach is proven to be in O(Ncol) time, where Ncol is
the number of columns in a channel. In the experimental result, the proposed approach has
tested many published channels and the routing results are in the optimal number of tracks.
For example, the Deutsch's di�cult channel is routed in 19 tracks with automatic introduction
of doglegs. In addition to the optimality of the number of tracks, the proposed approach
obtains fewer vias and shorter total wire length than all other Manhattan channel routers.

2. Problem description and de®nitions

Traditionally, the channel routing problem in a two-layer non-overlap Manhattan grid
model can be summarized as follows.
A channel, C, is a rectangular routing region with two rows of ®xed terminals, which are

located at two opposite boundaries of this region and are represented by an ordered top
terminal set, T, and an ordered bottom terminal set, B, respectively. The routing operations of
all the nets are performed on virtual rectilinear grids that consist of vertical and horizontal grid
lines and represent physical vertical and horizontal tracks. No wire segment is allowed outside
the channel or along the diagonal direction. In general, there are two location functions, t(i)
and b(i), existing in the channel boundaries, where t(i) (b(i)) represents a net number marked
on the ith column of the top (bottom) boundary. Basically, the routing process is performed on
two independent routing layers. One layer, the vertical layer, carries all of the vertical wire
segments and the other layer, the horizontal layer, carries all of the horizontal wire segments.
These wire segments located on di�erent layers are connected by vias. The ®xed terminals
located at the top and bottom channel boundaries are accessible on the vertical layer.
For the routing process, the same numbered terminals in top and bottom boundaries must

be connected in a channel region. That means all of the routing nets, N1, N2, . . . , Nn, whose
endpoints are located on top and bottom boundaries must be routed in the channel region, C,
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where Ni represents a routing net i, 1R iRn. The objective of the channel routing problem is
to route all the nets, N1, N2, . . . , Nn, belonging to the channel, C, in a minimum channel width
(minimum area without extending the channel length). Hence, the channel routing problem can
be further described as:

Minimize the channel width w=W(C, N1, N2, . . . , Nn),

subject to two-layer non-overlap Manhattan grid model,

where W(.) is a channel-width function based on a given channel and the connection of
all the routing nets in this channel.

As shown in Fig. 1, the routing problem is easily expressed by a net-list representation,
where arrows indicate whether these nets are to be connected to terminals on the upper or
lower sides in this channel.
De®nition 1. For a given net Ni, the net interval, Li, is de®ned as a horizontal interval between
leftmost and rightmost terminals in the net Ni, i.e. Li=[L(Ni), R(Ni)], where L(Ni) (R(Ni)) is
the horizontal coordinate of the leftmost (rightmost) terminal in the net Ni.
De®nition 2. For a given channel C, the local density, Di, at column i is de®ned as the number
of net intervals which cross the ith column in the channel, i.e. Di=v{NjvL(Nj)R iR(Nj)}v, where
vSv represents the number of elements involved in a set S. Furthermore, the channel density,
Dmax, is de®ned as the maximal local channel density in the channel, i.e. Dmax=max(Di), where
1R iRNcol, where Ncol is the number of columns in the channel.
De®nition 3. For a given channel C, a vertical constraint graph (VCG), Gvc, is de®ned as a
directed graph Gvc=G(V, E), where a node ni in V is de®ned as the net interval of the net Ni,
and a directed edge ei,j connected from node ni to node nj represents that the net interval
involved in ni must be placed above the net interval involved in nj.

In a two-layer non-overlap Manhattan grid model, there are only two routing layers for the
channel routing problem and any two vertical (horizontal) wire segments do not overlap at any
vertical (horizontal) column. Traditionally, any routing net in a channel is restricted to route
its net interval on a horizontal track, i.e. the net interval is not split into sub-intervals and

Fig. 1. Netlist representation for a channel routing speci®cation.
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assigned on di�erent horizontal tracks. Hence, one net interval connected to the upper terminal
at a given column must be placed above the other net interval connected to the lower terminal
at the same column. Based on vertical constraints in a traditional manner, for a given channel,
a vertical constraint graph (VCG) will be established for the channel routing problem.
Furthermore, the channel density, Dmax, in the channel will be obtained according to the
de®nition of the local density in the channel. In general, the channel density, Dmax, seems to be
a lower bound of the number of tracks for the channel routing problem.

In order to minimize the number of tracks in a channel, this traditional restriction on the net
interval will be relaxed by splitting any net interval into sub-intervals and introducing doglegs
to connect sub-intervals on vertical tracks. Basically, the introduction of doglegs on vertical
tracks is divided into the introduction of restricted doglegs and the introduction of free doglegs.
De®nition 4: For a given channel, a dogleg is de®ned as one vertical wire segment whose
endpoints are connected to the endpoints of two horizontal sub-intervals through vias.
Furthermore, the introduction of a restricted dogleg is de®ned as a dogleg by which a net
interval is split at the columns whose terminal is one terminal in this net. On the other hand,
the introduction of a free dogleg is de®ned as a dogleg by which a net interval is split at any
column in the channel.

Although most of the channels are successfully routed without the introduction of any
dogleg, they will be routed in a minimum channel width if the restricted or free doglegs are
introduced into these channels (refer to Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows the routing result without the
introduction of any dogleg, Fig. 3 shows the routing result with the introduction of restricted
doglegs and Fig. 4 shows the routing result with the introduction of free doglegs.

Based on this traditional restriction on the net interval in a channel, the channel routing
problem is solved by ®nding a routing ordering on horizontal tracks. Clearly, the routing
ordering will be obtained by searching a vertical constraint graph Gvc, and these net intervals
will be assigned in a topological order if Gvc is acyclic. However, the channel routing problem
is not solved if Gvc is cyclic. In general, the cycles in a vertical constraint graph is divided into
pseudo cycles and real cycles.
Lemma 1. For a channel C without the introduction of any dogleg, if its vertical constraint graph

Fig. 2. (a) Routing result of Fig. 1 without the introduction of any dogleg. (b) Vertical constraint graph of Fig. 1.
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is cyclic for the channel routing problem, the routing speci®cation is not routable.
De®nition 5. Given a vertical constraint graph Gvc, a pseudo cycle is de®ned as a cycle in Gvc,

which can be broken by the introduction of a dogleg. On the other hand, a real cycle is de®ned

as a cycle in Gvc, which cannot be broken by the introduction of a dogleg within the channel

length.

As mentioned above, this traditional restriction on the net interval will be relaxed by

splitting any net interval into sub-intervals and introducing doglegs to connect sub-intervals on

vertical tracks. From the viewpoint of a vertical constraint graph Gvc, a vertex in Gvc will be
split into two independent vertices by introducing a dogleg. In general, all of the pseudo cycles

in Gvc will be broken by the introduction of restricted or free doglegs. Hence, the channel

routing problem will be solved if Gvc is cyclic and all of the cycles in Gvc are pseudo cycles, i.e.

the channel routing problem whose vertical constraint graph has only pseudo cycles will be
solved by assigning feasible doglegs into vertical tracks. However, if a vertical constraint graph

has real cycles, the channel routing problem will not be solvable by the introduction of

restricted or free doglegs. For the channel routing problem in Fig. 5, there are two pseudo
cycles, {3, 4} and {3, 4, 5}, in its vertical constraint graph. The net interval of nets, 3 and 4,

will be split into two sub-intervals to break these two pseudo cycles, and the two vertices, 3

Fig. 3. (a) Routing result of Fig. 1 with the introduction of restricted dogleg. (b) Vertical constraint graph of (a).

Fig. 4. (a) Routing result of Fig. 1 with the introduction of free dogleg. (b) Vertical constraint graph of (a).
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and 4, will be, respectively, replaced by two independent vertices in its vertical constraint
graph. Finally, the routing result will be obtained by ®nding a routing ordering on horizontal
tracks.
Because the proposed router is based on track assignment for top routing and bottom

routing, some available de®nitions are described as follows.
De®nition 6. Given a horizontal interval set I, an undirected graph G= (V, E) is called an
interval graph if each vertex in the vertex set, V, represents an interval in I, the vertex weight is
assigned by the interval length, and each edge in the edge set, E, represents an intersection
relation between any pair of intervals.
De®nition 7. Given a channel C, the vacant-split weight, Wvacant, is de®ned as the sum of the
number of net intervals split at any vacant column by a dogleg, such that

Wvacant�C � �
X

1RiRNcol,
t�i� � 0, orb�i� � 0

Di,

where Ncol is the number of columns in a channel.
De®nition 8. For a given track, Ti, the e�ciency, Re�ciency[i], is de®ned as the ratio of the total
wire length on Ti to the track length on Ti, i.e. Re�ciency[i] = total_wire_length/track_length.

3. Track assignment for top routing and bottom routing

Basically, top routing (bottom routing) is a track-assignment-based routing approach from
top (bottom) to bottom (top) in a channel. Hence, track assignment is a fundamental and
important operation in top routing and bottom routing. In this section, one new approach is
proposed to solve the track assignment problem in top routing and bottom routing. In general,
the solution of the track assignment problem is two main steps: candidate set construction and

Fig. 5. Channel routing and the introduction of doglegs. (a) Routing result with the introduction of free doglegs. (b)
Original vertical constraint graph with one pseudo cycle. (c) Vertical constraint graph of (a).
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track assignment. In our approach, two candidate interval sets on the topmost and bottommost
tracks are, respectively, constructed in the candidate set construction step.

3.1. Candidate set construction

For a given channel, the construction of two candidate interval sets on the topmost and
bottommost tracks depends on the structure of a vertical constraint graph, the locations of
vacant terminals and the distribution of routing nets in this channel. Basically, the construction
of a candidate interval set on the topmost (bottommost) track in top (bottom) routing is to
construct a feasible interval set for the track assignment step on the topmost (bottommost)
track.
In the candidate set construction step, for a given channel C, a vertical constraint graph is

established according to the distribution of the net intervals of all the routing nets in this
channel and the locations of vacant terminals is known by scanning vertical columns in this
channel. Furthermore, the net interval of each routing net in this channel is split into sub-
intervals according to the locations of vacant terminals on the top or bottom boundary and
the vertical constraint graph is modi®ed by replacing any split interval with sub-intervals.
Finally, if one interval is not assigned by any vertical constraint, this interval will be selected
into a candidate interval set, Stcis, on the topmost track. On the other hand, if one interval
does not assign any vertical constraint into other intervals, this interval will be selected into a
candidate interval set, Sbcis, on the bottommost track. Hence, two candidate interval sets, Stcis

and Sbcis, on the topmost and bottommost tracks will be constructed in the candidate set
construction step.
For the construction of candidate sets, the input data includes a given channel speci®cation

and the output data is two candidate interval sets, Stcis and Sbcis on the topmost and
bottommost tracks. The pseudo-code of this algorithm, Construct_Candidate_Set, for the
construction of Stcis and Sbcis on the topmost and bottommost tracks is described as follows:

Algorithm Construct_Candidate_Set
Input: a given channel speci®cation
Begin

Construct a vertical constraint graph;
Find all the vacant terminals in the channel;

For (all of the columns in the channel)

Begin
If (the terminal in this column is a vacant terminal on top (bottom) boundary)

Split the net intervals crossing this column into adjacent sub-intervals;

Else
Split the net interval, whose net contains any terminal in this column, into two sub-
intervals.

Modify the vertical constraint graph by replacing any split interval with sub-intervals;
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End
Select feasible intervals that are not assigned by any vertical constraint into Stcis;
Select feasible intervals that do not assign any vertical constraint into other intervals into
Sbcis;
End

Theorem 1. Algorithm Construct_Candidate_Set constructs two candidate interval sets, Stcis and
Sbcis on the topmost and bottommost tracks. For a given channel, the number of elements in Stcis

(Sbcis) is at most O(Ncol), and the time complexity of this algorithm is in O(Ncol) time, where
Ncol is the number of columns in the channel.
Proof. Given a channel C, there are n nets, N1, N2, . . . , Nn, in this channel. Let Ti be the
terminal number of Ni on top boundary, Vtop be the number of vacant terminals on top
boundary and Ttrivial be the number of trivial nets (one trivial net is two-terminal net and these
two terminals are located at the same column) in the channel. Clearly,
T1+T2+ . . . + Tn+Vtop+Ttrivial=Ncol, where Ncol is the number of columns in this channel.
By running the algorithm Construct_Candidate_Set, the net interval of each net is split into
some sub-intervals according to the number of vacant terminals under its net interval and the
number of terminals on top and bottom boundaries. For the construction of the candidate set
Stics, we de®ne the function Ftop() to formulate the number of sub-intervals in Ni, such that

Ftop�Ni � � Ti � Vi ÿ 1, if Ti � Vi ÿ 1r0, Ftop�Ni � � 0, if Ti � Vi ÿ 1<0,

where Vi be the number of vacant terminals under the net interval of Ni in this channel. Hence,
the number of intervals in the channel will be obtained as the sum of Ftop(N1), Ftop(N2), . . . ,
Ftop(Nn), such thatXn

i�1
Ftop�Ni � �

X
ni�viÿ1r0

�Ti � Vi ÿ 1� �
Xn
i�1

Ti �
Xn
i�1

Vi ÿm,

where m is the number of nets with Ti+Viÿ1>0.

Xn
i�1

Ftop�Ni � �
Xn
i�1

Vi �Ncol ÿ Vtop ÿ Ttrivial ÿm �
XVtop

Vi�1
Dc�vi � �Ncol ÿ Vtop ÿNtrivial ÿm,

where c(vi) is the column number of the ith vacant terminal in the channel.Xn
i�1

Ftop�Ni �RVtop*Dmax �Ncol ÿ Vtop ÿNtrivial ÿm � Vtop*�Dmax ÿ 1� �Ncol ÿNtrivial ÿm

In general, Ntrivial is much fewer than Ncol and m is at most Ncol. Hence, (NcolÿNtrivialÿm) is
O(Ncol) in the worst case. On the other hand, Dmax will be O(1) as Vtop is O(Ncol) and Vtop will
be O(1) as Dmax is O(Ncol). Clearly, Vtop*(Dmaxÿ1) is O(Ncol) for a practical channel. Hence,
the number of net intervals in the channel is at most O(Ncol). For the construction of a
candidate set Stcis, the number of elements in Stcis is at most O(Ncol) in a channel. Similarly,
the number of elements in Sbcis is at most O(Ncol) in a channel.
In the algorithm Construct_Candidate_Set, the time complexity of constructing a vertical

constraint graph and ®nding all of the vacant terminals in a channel is in O(Ncol) time.
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Furthermore, the iteration in a for-loop statement is Ncol and the time complexity in the loop-
body is in O(1) time. Hence, the time complexity of the for-loop statement is in O(Ncol) time.
Finally, the time complexity of constructing two candidate sets Stcis and Sbcis is in O(Ncol) time.
Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm Construct_Candidate_Set is in O(Ncol) time. q

3.2. Track assignment for a candidate set

After constructing two candidate interval sets on the topmost and bottommost tracks, the
track assignment process on the topmost (bottommost) track is to get a subset of a candidate
interval set in which there exists no intersection relation between any pair of intervals. In the
track assignment process, each interval in a candidate interval set is assigned by a weight value
and an interval graph is established according to the intersection relation between any pair of
intervals. In Fig. 6, given an interval set, an interval graph is constructed and illustrated.
Finally, the problem of ®nding a subset of the candidate interval set on the topmost or
bottommost track corresponds to the problem of ®nding a maximum-weight independent set in
the interval graph.
In the proposed approach, if two intervals belong to the same net, there will be no

intersection relation between the two intervals for the construction of an interval graph. For
each interval in Stcis (Sbcis), if the interval length is used as the weight, the track assignment
process will be obtained by running a maximum-weight independent set algorithm. To our
knowledge, the problem of ®nding a maximum-weight independent set in an interval graph can
be e�ciently solved by running the algorithm MWIS [23].
Theorem 2. For the interval sets, Stcis and Sbcis, the algorithm MWIS ®nds a maximum-weight
independent set in an interval graph. The time complexity of the algorithm is in O(Ncol) time,
where Ncol is the number of columns in a channel.
Proof. By the proof of the algorithm MWIS [23], the time complexity of the algorithm MWIS
is in O(n) time, where n is the number of intervals in an interval graph. By Theorem 1, the
number of intervals in Stcis and Sbtis is O(Ncol). Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm
MWIS will be in O(Ncol) time. q

Fig. 6. (a) Zone representation of horizontal intervals in a channel. (b) Interval graph of (a).
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Now, two maximum-weight independent sets in Stcis and Sbcis are ready to assign the
intervals on the topmost and bottommost tracks, respectively. In the proposed approach, only
one independent set is used to assign the intervals on the topmost or bottommost track for the
track assignment process. Hence, three weight values, Weight1, Weight2 and Weight3, will be
further de®ned to decide which independent set is used assign the intervals on a track as
follows:

Weight1: reduction of the channel density in a channel, Dreduction.
Weight2: increment of the vacant-split value in a channel. Wincrement;

Wincrement=Wvacant(Cmodi®ed)ÿWvacant(Coriginal), where Coriginal (Cmodi®ed) is a
channel before (after) the track assignment process on the topmost or
bottommost track.

Weight3: e�ciency of a track for the track assignment process, Re�ciency.

According to the de®nitions of the weights, Weight1, Weight2 and Weight3, two independent
sets are assigned by the weight value (Weight1, Weight2, Weight3), respectively. Furthermore,
the problem of deciding which independent set is used assign the intervals on a track is
determined by comparing the weight value (Weight1, Weight2, Weight3) in a lexicographical
order. Finally, all of the intervals in this independent set will be assigned on the topmost or
bottommost track in the channel.
For the track assignment process on the topmost or bottommost track, the input data

includes a given channel speci®cation and the output data is the track assignment on the
topmost or bottommost track. The pseudo-code of this algorithm, Track_Assignment, for the
track assignment process is described as follows:

Algorithm Track_Assignment
Input: a given channel speci®cation;
Begin

Step 1: call algorithm Construct_Candidate_Set to build Stcis and Sbcis;
Step 2: construct two interval graphs according to Stcis and Sbcis, respectively;
Step 3: assign the weight value on each interval in Stcis and Sbcis;
Step 4: call algorithm MWIS for Stcis and Sbcis to obtain two maximum weight

independent sets;
Step 5: compare two maximum weight independent sets according to the weight value,

(Weight1, Weight2, Weight3), in a lexicographical order;
Step 6: return the maximum weight independent set with greater weight and assign on its

related track;

End

Theorem 3. Given a channel, the algorithm Track_Assignment can complete the track assignment
on the topmost or bottommost track in the channel. The time complexity of the algorithm
Track_Assignment is in O(Ncol) time, where Ncol is the number of columns in a channel.
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Proof. By Theorem 1, the time complexity of the algorithm Construct_Candidate_Set is in
O(Ncol) time. Again, two interval graphs for Stcis and Sbtis are constructed by scanning all of
the columns in this channel, hence the time complexity of this step is in O(Ncol) time. By
Theorem 1, the number of intervals in Stcis and Sbcis is O(Ncol). The time complexity of the
weight assignment for Stcis and Sbcis is in O(Ncol) time. Furthermore, by Theorem 2, the time
complexity of the algorithm MWIS is in O(Ncol) time. The time complexity of assigning the
weight (Weight1, Weight2, Weight3) for two independent sets and comparing the two
independent sets is also in O(Ncol) time. Finally, the time complexity of the track assignment
for an independent set is in O(Ncol) time. Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm
Track_Assignment is in O(Ncol) time. q

4. Designing a track-assignment-based channel router

Basically, the proposed channel router based on the hybrid methodology of top routing and
bottom routing is divided into two phases: iterative-construction phase and merging-
improvement phase. In the iterative-construction phase, the track assignment process will assign
feasible intervals on the topmost or bottommost track one by one. Until all of the net intervals
in the channel are fully assigned on the tracks, a routing result based on the hybrid
methodology of top routing and bottom routing will be obtained. Furthermore, the total wire
length or the number of vias in the routing result is improved by merging adjacent intervals
into one longer interval in the merging-improvement phase.

4.1. Iterative-construction phase

In the iterative-construction phase, the work is to obtain a routing result based on the hybrid
methodology of top routing and bottom routing. Basically, the main operation in the iterative-
construction phase is one track assignment process on the topmost or bottommost track in the
channel. As mentioned above, given a channel, the track assignment process on the topmost or
bottommost track is completed by the algorithm Track_Assignment. As the track assignment
process on the topmost or bottommost track is completed, the corresponding vertical trunks
will be connected to these intervals from the terminals on the top or bottom boundary and a
new channel will be obtained by de®ning the terminals on the top or bottom boundary. During
the track assignment process, the restricted or free doglegs will be introduced to break all the
pseudo cycles in the channel routing problem by connecting these vertical trunks. Until all of
the net intervals are fully assigned on the tracks in the channel track by track, a routing result
will be obtained in the iterative-construction phase. Clearly, the routing result is the integration
of the result of top routing and the result of bottom routing.
Referring to Fig. 1, a routing result will be obtained in the iterative-construction phase. The

result of top routing and the result of bottom routing are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b),
respectively. An initial routing result for the channel routing problem is illustrated in Fig. 7(c).
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4.2. Merging-improvement phase

In the merging-improvement phase, given a routing result, the work is to reduce the total wire
length or the number of vias by merging two adjacent intervals into one longer interval.
Basically, the initial routing result is obtained by using the hybrid methodology of top routing
and bottom routing. Because top routing and bottom routing are track-assignment-based
approaches, the net interval of each routing net may be split into many sub-intervals and these
sub-intervals may be assigned on di�erent tracks in the channel. In general, unnecessary
doglegs will yield unnecessary vias and increase the total wire length in a channel. Hence, these
unnecessary doglegs will be deleted by merging adjacent intervals into one longer interval.
Basically, the merging operation is divided into full-merging operation and partial-merging

operation. In one full-merging operation, an unnecessary dogleg is eliminated by fully merging
two adjacent intervals into one longer interval. Hence, the total wire length will be reduced and
two vias will be deleted in this full-merging operation. On the other hand, the total wire length
or the number of vias will be reduced by partially merging two adjacent intervals into one
longer interval in one partial-merging operation. Hence, if one full-merging operation is not run
between the pair of adjacent intervals, one improvement on the total wire length or the number
of vias will be obtained by using one partial-merging operation. One full merging operation
and one partial merging operation in a routing net are shown in Fig. 8.

4.3. Design of a track-assignment-based channel router

As mentioned above, if there exists any real cycle in a vertical constraint graph, no vertex in
the graph will be split to break the real cycle, and no restricted or free dogleg will be
introduced into the channel routing problem. Hence, the channel routing problem is not solved
within the channel length in two-layer non-overlap Manhattan grid model. In the following, we
formulate an unroutable channel routing problem. By adding a pair of external vacant

Fig. 7. Results of top routing and bottom routing. (a) Routing result in top routing. (b) Routing result in bottom

routing. (c) A routing result after the iterative-construction phase.
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terminals in the channel, the channel introduces external doglegs to break the real cycles in the
vertical constraint graph.
Lemma 2. For a given channel, if the channel routing problem satis®es the following two
conditions,

1. All of the routing nets belong to one-to-one net,

2. There is no internal vacant terminal located on the top or bottom boundary in the channel,

this channel will not be routable within the channel length.

For the proposed channel router based on the hybrid methodology of top routing and
bottom routing, the input data includes a given channel speci®cation and the output data is the
routing result in the channel. Before solving the channel routing problem, An unroutable
condition will be checked whether this problem is unroutable. If this problem is unroutable, a
pair of external vacant terminals outside the channel will be added to break the real cycle in a
vertical constraint graph. In fact, the external vacant column is used to yield a necessary
detoured wire path and introduce a dogleg to break the real cycle. The pseudo-code of this
algorithm, channel_Router, for the track-assignment-based channel router is described as
follows:

Algorithm Channel_Router

Input: a given channel speci®cation;

Begin

Step 1: if the unroutable condition for the channel routing problem is satis®ed, then

1. Extend the channel length by adding an external vacant terminal column;

2. Extend the longer net interval to an external vacant terminal column;

3. Modify, the net intervals of routing nets and the location of vacant terminals;

Fig. 8. Merging operation in the merging-improvement phase. (a) One full-merging operation. (b) One partial-

merging operation.
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Step 2: consider whether all of the net intervals are assigned;
If it is, then Goto Step 6;

Step 3: modify the vertical constraint graph, Gvc, the net intervals of routing nets and the
location of vacant terminals;

Step 4: call algorithm Track_Assignment for the track assignment on the topmost track or
the bottommost track;

Step 5: Extend and assign vertical trunks to the assigned intervals;
Modify the original channel by de®ning the terminals on the top boundary or the
bottom boundary;

Goto Step 2;
Step 6: for (any pair of adjacent intervals) Merge the pair of adjacent intervals by one

full-merging operation or one partial-merging operation;
End

Theorem 4. For a given channel, the algorithm Channel_Router based on the hybrid methodology
of top routing or bottom routing will solve the channel routing problem. The time complexity of
the algorithm Channel_Router is in O(Ncol) time, where Ncol is the number of columns in the
channel.
Proof. In the algorithm, Channel_Router, Step 1 can be completed by scanning all of the
columns in a channel. Hence, the time complexity of the step is in O(Ncol) time. The iterative
number in this loop-statement from Step 2 to Step 5 is O(Dmax), so the time complexity of the
track assignment process in the iterative-construction phase is in O(Dmax*Ncol) time. Finally,
the time complexity of Step 6 is in O(Ncol) time. Therefore, the time complexity of the
algorithm Channel_Router is in O(Dmax*Ncol) time. In general, Dmax is much less than Ncol in a
channel, i.e. O(Dmax) 1 O(1). Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm Channel_Router
is in O(Ncol) time. q

5. Experimental results

The proposed track-assignment-based channel router Channel_Router has been implemented
using standard C language and run on a SUN SPARC workstation under the Berkeley 4.2
UNIX operating system. By applying the proposed track-assignment-based channel router to
many known channels, ex1, ex2, ex3b, ex3c, ex4b, ex5 and di�, it turns out that the proposed
channel router generates optimal routing results in the number of tracks for these known
channels. In Table 1, the routing results of the channel routers, Left-Edge [1], E�cient [5] and
Robust [11] for the known channels are listed and compared with the routing result of the
proposed channel router. For example, for the Burstein's di�cult channel, if no vacant column
is added into the channel, the proposed channel router will obtain a routing result in 8 tracks.
To our knowledge, without extending the channel length, such a routing result in two-layer
non-overlap Manhattan grid model is optimal. Furthermore, if the Burstein's di�cult channel
is added one vacant column into the channel, the proposed channel router will obtain a
routing result in 6 tracks. We believe that the routing result is optimal in two-layer Manhattan
grid model without extending the length of the channel. For the Burstein's di�cult channel, the
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routing results with and with adding one vacant column into the channel are as shown in

Fig. 9.

In general, the Deutsch's di�cult example is used as the standard benchmark in estimating

the performance of a channel router. Now, the proposed channel router is used to route the

Deutsch's di�cult example in two-layer non-overlap Manhattan grid model. It obtains a

routing result in 19 tracks as illustrated in Fig. 10. In addition to maintaining the optimality of

routing tracks in the channel, the routing result was quali®ed through the total wire length and

the number of vias in the channel. For the Deutsch's di�cult example, the proposed channel

router generates 318 vias and 4959 units of routing wires in two-layer non-overlap Manhattan

grid model. For the experimental result in the Deutsch's di�cult channel, the proposed channel

router yields shorter total wire length and fewer vias than some other Manhattan channel

routers in Table 2. Clearly, the proposed channel router indeed has an improvement on both

the total wire length and the number of vias for the Deutsch's di�cult example.

Fig. 9. Burstein's di�cult channel. (a) Routing result without one empty column. (b) Routing result with one empty
column.

Table 1
Routing results for channel benchmarks

Example
(#net)

#Columns Channel
density

Left-edge [1] E�cient [5] Robust [11] Our channel
router (time: s)

ex1(21) 35 12 14 12 12 12 (0.32)
ex2(30) 62 15 18 15 15 15 (0.53)
ex3b(47) 61 17 20 17 17 17 (0.61)

ex3c(54) 79 18 19 18 18 18 (0.86)
ex4b(57) 119 17 23 17 17 17 (1.31)
ex5(62) 119 20 22 20 20 20 (1.47)

di�(72) 174 19 39 20 19 19 (2.13)
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Fig. 10. Routing result for Deutsch's di�cult example.

Table 2
Comparison of routing result in Deutsch's di�cult example

Router Horizontal wire on

both layers

Vertical wire on

both layers

Tracks Vias Net length

YARC2 [15] yes no 19 287 5020
MIGHTY [16] yes yes 19 301 4812
Burstein's [7] no no 19 336 5023
Ho's [10] no no 19 333 5004

Robust router [11] no no 19 319 4961
Our router no no 19 318 4959
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, based on the hybrid methodology of top routing and bottom routing, we
propose an O(Ncol) approach for the channel routing problem, where Ncol is the number of
columns in a channel. Basically, top (bottom) routing is a track-assignment-based routing
approach in a channel, that is, a channel is routed track by track from top (bottom) to bottom
(top) by running top (bottom) routing. In the proposed routing approach, the routing process
is divided into two phases: iterative-construction phase and merging-improvement phase. In the
iterative-construction phase, the net interval of each routing net is split into horizontal
segments and these segments are further assigned track by track in a top-down or bottom-up
manner. In the merging-improvement phase, the routing result is further improved by merging
shorter segments in di�erent tracks into longer segments for the reduction of the total wire
length and the number of vias. Finally, the proposed approach has tested many published
channels and the routing results are in the optimal number of tracks. For example, the
Deutsch's di�cult channel is routed in 19 tracks with automatic introduction of doglegs. In
addition to the optimality of the number of tracks, the proposed approach obtains fewer vias
and shorter total wire length than all other Manhattan channel routers.
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